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ASTON MARTIN’S $4.2 MILLION SUPERCAR SET TO TURN HEADS AT THIS
YEAR’S CLIPSAL 500 ADELAIDE
(Hi-res images available to download here)
Aston Martin’s most exclusive vehicle, the ‘Vulcan’ is set to turn heads when it makes its
Australian debut at next month’s Clipsal 500 Adelaide.
In an Australian-first, fans from around the country will be treated to a thrilling display when
the limited edition supercar, one of only 24 in the world, takes to the streets of Adelaide on
the iconic Clipsal 500 circuit.
The track-only supercar was unveiled at the Geneva motor show in 2015 and is owned by
Australian businessman Tony Quinn. It is worth more than $4 million (AUD) and boasts the
most extreme performance ever achieved by an Aston Martin production car.
Quinn, who owns the only Vulcan in the Southern Hemisphere says he is excited to bring the
rare car to Australia for the first time and is looking forward to seeing how the car performs
around the thrilling Adelaide street circuit.
“The Vulcan is a magnificent car and I’m thrilled to be able to show it off for the first time in
Australia at the Clipsal 500 in Adelaide. Australia has so many car enthusiasts and it’s a
privilege to be able display the car for them in Adelaide; it’s also exciting for me to test the
car out around the iconic Clipsal 500 circuit,” Quinn said.
South Australian Minister for Tourism Leon Bignell said the Vulcan’s inclusion in the race
program was a coup for the event and noted the exclusive car will add to the excitement for
car enthusiasts.
"Each year we work towards raising the bar of our world class events and give visitors
something spectacular,” Bignell said.
Event with organisers have confirmed the car will be on display for the duration of the event
for fans to view, with the strength and power of the car really on show when it takes to the
track for a hot lap on all four days of the event.
One of the coveted hot laps will be available for purchase via a live auction at the Ladies Day
Luncheon; with funds raised to be donated to Oz Harvest, the official charity partner of the

2017 Clipsal 500 Adelaide as well as the OC Challenge (Ovarian Cancer awareness) and The
Mary Potter Foundation.
-EndsAbout Aston Martin Vulcan - Technical:
 Worth an estimated $4.2 million (AUD)
 Only 24 Aston Martin Vulcans exist worldwide
 Top speed of 320kph
 7L V12 engine
 Mounted on an aluminum alloy chassis and carbon fibre body delivering 800 brake
horsepower (600 kW)
 Fitted with carbon ceramic brakes, magnesium torque tube with a carbon fibre
propeller shaft, limited-slip differential, Xtrac 6-speed sequential gearbox and has a
kerb weight of 1,350 kg (2,980 lb)
 Designed by Marek Reichman
About owner – Tony Quinn
Quinn is no stranger to high performance vehicles, having won the New Zealand Targa five
times. He owns the GT Championship having previously owned the Porsche Carrera Cup
series in Australia and is also the driving force behind the Highlands motorsport complex in
Cromwell, New Zealand.
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